
1.  Beaton, Cecil The Face of The World London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1957. 

First edition in a dust jacket, 240 pages, numerous monochrome illustrations. 
Large A4 size book, mixed coloured paper is used for the signature blocks.  

The book is tightly bound, blue cloth boards with some fading. Internally the 
book is clean, free of markings and foxing. The dust jacket is worn at the 
extremities, the rear section is grubby, the spine is faded/sunned with a small 
water stain; unclipped. 

An international scrapbook of people and places Numerous photographs, 
including portraits of Sir Winston Churchill, Marilyn Monroe, Marlon Brando, Joan Crawford, Audrey 
Hepburn. 

[Stock ID: 82440] £55 

 

2.  Beaton Cecil Portrait Of New York London B T Batsford 1948 

Second edition in a dust jacket. Originally published before the war, this edition 
has been so extensively rewritten and re-illustrated that it is virtually a new 
book.  

The book is tightly bound, the grey cloth boards have significantly discoloured in 
an irregular pattern. The dust jacket is worn at the extremities, the spine is 
faded/sunned; price clipped. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and 
foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82446] £33 

 

3.  Bishop Jim The Mark Hellinger Story New York Appleton Century Crofts 1952 

First edition in a dust jacket. Hellinger was a newspaperman whose Broadway 
column was read daily by 22 million people. The book is tightly bound. The 
pages are rough-cut and browned.  

The dust jacket is worn at the extremities, water stained and the back section is 
grubby; price clipped. The endpapers are toned. The text block is clean, free of 
markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82443] £18 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.  Brandt Bill Camera In London The Focal Press 1948 

First edition. One of the Masters of The Camera series edited by a Kraszna 
Krausz. The commentary to the illustrations has been contributed by Norah 
Wilson.  

The book is tightly bound. The white boards are grubby, worn at the extremities. 
The endpapers are toned. The text block is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82435] £35 

 

 

5.  Brophy John The Day They Robbed The Bank of England London Chatto & Windus 1959 

First edition in a dust jacket.  

The book is tightly bound. The dust jacket is complete, worn at the 
extremities, the rear is toned which shows through to the rear section; 
unclipped. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

 

[Stock ID: 82430] £12 

 

 

6.  Cannom Robert C Van Dyke and The Mythical City Hollywood California Murray & Gee 1948 

First edition in a dust jacket, 424 pages. Numerous monochrome illustrations. 
The book is tightly bound.  

The dust jacket is worn at the extremities with a significant chunk missing at 
the top of the spine, a small water stain on front cover; price clipped. The 
edges are toned and a little marked. The endpapers are toned. The text block 
is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82438] £18 

 

7.  Chandler Raymond The Simple Art of Murder London Hamish Hamilton 1950  

First edition in a dust jacket. The book is reasonably firmly bound, the red cloth boards are clean. 
The page edges are browned and foxed. The dust jacket is worn to the 
extremities, the back section is grubby, appears to have been trimmed, 
unclipped showing 10s 6d. Significant tape marks on the endpapers with 
some foxing; previous owners’ inscription. The text block is clean, free of 
markings and foxing. There are no library marks but I suspect that it is an ex-
library book which is a shame as the book is in good condition. 

[Stock ID: 82453] £47 



 

8.  Chandler Raymond Speaking London Hamish Hamilton 1962 

First edition in the dust jacket, edited by Dorothy Gardiner and Kathrine Sorley Walker.  

The book is tightly bound, the underlying cloth boards are clean and bright. Top edge is marked. 
Internally the book is clean, free of markings and foxing. The dust jacket is worn 
at the extremities, spine is faded and the back section is grubby, unclipped 
showing 21s. 

The book c mainly consists of letters from Chandler to his friends, it contains 
some of his pithiest writing. 

[Stock ID: 82448] £18 

 

9.  Craig Thompson & Allen Raymond Gang Rule In New York The Story Of A Lawless Era New 
York The Dial Press 1940 

First edition, 396 pages, numerous monochrome illustrations.  

The book is tightly bound. The green cloth boards are bumped at the spine ends 
and corners, some fading along the edges, the spine is faded/sunned. The pages are 
rough-cut and browned. The endpapers are toned. The text block is clean, free of 
markings and foxing. 

 

[Stock ID: 82437] £30 

 

10.  Deighton Len Funeral In Berlin London Jonathan Cape 1964 

First edition in a dust jacket.  

The book is tightly bound, the black cloth embossed boards are clean. Top edge 
is slightly foxed. The dust jacket is worn at the extremities, a little grubby, and 
the spine is faded/sunned; the four corners are cut as required, price clipped. 
Internally the book is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82451] £22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11.  Gilbert Michael Death In Captivity London Hodder & Stoughton 1952 

Second impression in a dust jacket.  

The book is tightly bound, slight cracking along the title page hinge. The 
red cloth boards are clean. The edges are foxed. Internally the book is 
clean, free of markings and foxing. 

 

[Stock ID: 82450] £22 

 

12.  Heath Robinson & K R G Browne How To Live In A Flat London Hutchinson 1939 

Ninth impression in a dust jacket with 121 drawings.  

The book is tightly bound the underlying orange cloth boards are bumped at the 
spine ends and corners with some fading along the edges but generally bright 
and clean. The dust jacket is in fair condition with some open tears at the spine 
end and along the top end. Light toning on the endpapers. The text block is 
clean, free of markings and foxing. Some cracking along the internal gutters. 

 [Stock ID: 82444] £35 

 

13.  Hogarth Basil Trial Of Robert Wood London William Hodge May 1936 

First edition, one of the notable British Trials series, illustrated.  

The book is tightly bound, the spine ends, the spine is faded/sunned. The top 
edge is greyed, other edges are browned. Heavy toning on endpapers. The text 
block is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

 

[Stock ID: 82447] £22 

 

 

 

14.  John H Jenkins & H Gordon Frost I'm Frank Hamer The Life of a Texas Peace Officer Texas 
The Pemberton Press 1968 

Third printing in a dust, numerous monochrome illustrations. The book gives 
for the first-time complete details of the Bonnie and Clyde rampage.  

The book is tightly bound, the orange cloth boards are clean and bright. The 
edges are a little marked. The dust jacket is worn at the extremities, unclipped 
showing $8.95. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82439] £55 



 

15.  Joseph Dov The Faithful City The Siege of Jerusalem, 1948 London Hogarth Press 1962 

First edition in a dust jacket. Inscribed by the author in the year of publication on 
the half title page "To the author’s very good friend and fellow Jerusalemite with 
his best wishes. Sincerely Dov Joseph”.  

The book is tightly bound, the blue cloth boards are clean. Slight marks on the 
page edges. The dust jacket is worn at the extremities with a closed tear at the 
bottom, the rear section is grubby with light foxing on one edge; unclipped 
showing 35s. The endpapers are a little toned and foxed. The text block is clean, 
free of markings and foxing. 

The author Joseph (1899-1980) was military governor of Jerusalem at the time. 

[Stock ID: 82452] £47 

 

16.  Leopold Nathan F Life Plus 99 Years New York Doubleday 1958 

Introduction by Erle Stanley Gardner. First edition in a dust jacket.  

The book is tightly bound, spine ends and corners are scuffed. The dust jacket is 
worn at the extremities, taped to the rear; unclipped showing $5.50. 

 

[Stock ID: 82449] £22 

 

 

17.  Logan Guy B H Verdict And Sentence Famous Crimes Recalled London Eldon Press Limited 
1958 

First edition. Foreword by Sir Basil Thomson. A study of celebrated murder 
cases.  

The book is tightly bound, the red cloth boards are clean on the front, the rear 
section has some marks; the spine is faded/sunned. The edges are slightly 
greyed. The endpapers are toned; the text block is clean, free of markings and 
foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82431] £22 

 

 

 

 

 



18.  Martin Pete The Jerry Giesler Story New York Simon & Schuster 1960 

First edition in a dust jacket. Numerous monochrome pictures.  

The book is tightly bound. The pages are rough-cut and a little toned. The 
dust jacket is worn at the extremities, rear section is a little grubby; 
unclipped showing $4.50. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and 
foxing. 

The famous trial lawyers most fascinating cases over the past 50 years, in 
which he defended such celebrated clients as Clarence Darrow, Charlie 
Chaplin, Errol Flynn, Edward G Robinson and Robert Mitchum. 

[Stock ID: 82436] £22 

19.  Normanton Helena Trial of Alfred Arthur Rouse The Blazing Car Case London William Hodge 
1952 

Notable British Trials Series. Second edition in a dust jacket.  

The book is tightly bound. Light foxing on the edges. The dust jacket is 
complete, worn at the extremities, cream in colour therefore showing the 
marks, the spine is faded/sunned; price clipped. The endpapers are toned. The 
text block is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82432] £12 

 

20.  Orwell George The English People London Collins 1947 

One of the Britain in Pictures series. First edition in a dust jacket with 8 plates in 
colour and 17 illustrations in black-and-white. Pages 35 to 38 are loose, it 
appears to be a production fault as there is no sign that they were ever stitched 
in, otherwise good condition. 

[Stock ID: 82445] £15 

 

 

21.  Rozsa Miklos Double Life New York Wynwood Press 1989 

Foreword by Antal Dorato; Preface by André Previn. 

The book is tightly bound. The dust jacket is complete with only minor shelf 
wear, unclipped showing $16.95. Internally the book is clean, free of markings 
and foxing. 

A spellbinding autobiography of success and survival in the golden age of 
Hollywood. 

[Stock ID: 82442] £12 

 



22.  Sherriff R C No Leading Lady London Victor Gollancz 1968  

First edition in the dust jacket, 352 pages.  

The book is tightly bound. The dust jacket is in very good condition with only 
minor shelf wear, the spine is faded/sunned, slight marking on rear section; 
unclipped showing 42/-. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and foxing. 

In the book is a page of hand written notes of what appears to be a review of the 
book.    [Stock ID: 82441] £47 

 

23.  Simenon Georges The Sacrifice London Hamish Hamilton 1956 

Comprising Mr Hire’s Engagement and Young Cardinaud.  

First UK edition in a dust jacket. Mr Hire’s Engagement published in France 1933 and Young 
Cardinaud in 1942.  

The book is tightly bound, spine a little cocked. Top edge greyed. The dust 
jacket is complete, worn at the extremities, spine faded/sunned; unclipped. The 
blue cloth boards are clean. Internally the book is clean, free of markings and 
foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82429] £28 

 

24.  Wade Henry The Missing Partners London Constable 1928 

First edition, rarely found. 310 pages +2 pages of adverts.  

The book is reasonably firmly bound. The original publisher’s khaki cloth is 
fading along the top edge, a stain on the rear section; the spine is 
faded/sunned. Worn at spine ends, the corners are bumped. The pages are 
rough-cut and browned. The endpapers are toned, the text block is clean, free 
of markings and foxing. 

[Stock ID: 82434) £55 

 

 

25.  White E B Quo Vadimus? or The Case for The Bicycle New York Garden City Publishing 1946 

1946 reprint in a dust jacket. White was a noted author of humorous articles for 
The New Yorker.  

The book is tightly bound. Produced to war standards so the paper is brown. 
The dust jacket has a number of significant open tears, the rear is foxed which 
shows through on the rear section; price clipped. 

[Stock ID: 82433] £12   


